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Hit counters are so 1985. Honestly, showing a hit counter evokes more of a “so what” 
response these days. It reveals to people how popular your page is. And for most 
local church websites, the popularity doesn’t amount to much. The fact your websites 
gets 11 hits a week might actually reduce its popularity, not increase it. 

That said, some hit counters can give you more information behind the scenes if you 
ever look at it. It might be enough to warrant virtually hiding the counter itself and 
using it for the information it provides. Then again, you can do that for free without 
the hit counter using Google Analytics. Google Analytics can provide you with a 
wealth of information that helps you tune your website to make it more popular 
without most website visitors ever seeing it.

Let’s explore what it takes to set it up, and what kind of information you can gleen
from it.
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As with most services that count things for you, you’ll need to sign up for an account. 
If you already have a Google account (Gmail or gci.org or Picasa, or many other 
services) you can use that account to sign up for Analytics. So sign in with an existing 
Google account, or click the sign up button at the top to create a new account.
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This is one place where content managers shine. You can either edit the template to 
include the tracking code on every page manually, or you can use a plugin for your 
content manager to do it for you. Using a plugin generally requires only your Google 
Analytics “property ID”, a big long number starting with UA-.

If you write your own HTML pages, you’ll need to add it manually to every page.

And once it’s installed, it’s just a waiting game before statistics start showing up.
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The following examples are all taken from actual statistics from my own local church 
website.

The first place you generally land when you look at your Google Analytics statistics is 
on the audience overview. By default, Google shows you information about your 
website visitors over the last month. You can change that time period to get a longer 
term view if you want. That can be especially helpful if you don’t check your stats 
often.

Note that not all the statistics are 100% accurate. For example, even though Google is 
pretty good about determining who is new and who is repeat, the techniques are 
somewhat dependent on how website visitors have configured their browsers. Some 
people won’t be counted at all, and others will be considered “new” when they are 
not. Still, the statistics give you a general idea and can be helpful.

Regardless of that, we start with a nice graph showing the number of visits each day. 
For a local church website, we don’t really expect these to be high numbers—just the 
fact that we get visited regularly means we’ve done a decent job building and 
promoting the website.
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As we scroll down, we can see that in the last month, the website has been visited 
192 times by 152 different people. Now one person who uses two different web 
browsers might be considered two “people”. Also, if a person has more than one 
computer, or visits your website from both a computer and a phone or tablet, they’ll 
likely be counted more than once.

We can see that on average, people look at 4 or 5 different pages when they visit 
spending about 3½ minutes on the website.
About 70% of my website visitors are new visitors. We like to see new visitors 
because this may mean local people looking for a church.
And then there are about 30% of repeat visitors. On my website, we offer audio from 
our weekly services, so many of these repeats are probably coming to listen to the 
audio, check the bulletin for activities, or read a devotional.

Bouce rate is also interesting as it tells you how many people visit just one page and 
do not spend enough time on it to glean actual information. These people came to 
your website, but weren’t interested enough to read it. Obviously, the lower this 
number, the better. But the more online promotion you do, the more uninterested 
traffic you’ll get. 
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Yes, most of my website visitors have their computer systems set to English as the 
primary language, which is good since the website is only in English. Language is the 
default demographic show. You can also choose other stuff, which we’ll do just to see 
what interesting information we can find.
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And mostly our website is visited from the United States, which is good because 
that’s where we are located. Canada is probably our pastor’s family. Not sure why the 
other countries, but perhaps they found us based on a topic they searched for.
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In our top 10 cities, Upland, where we are located is on top. We’d both expect and 
hope for that since those are the people we are most interested in reaching. We also 
see several neighboring cities, and a few that are farther away. People are not going 
to drive from San Diego or Modesto to our church, so perhaps these are people who 
used to attend or know someone who does.
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Generally, we all have a web browser we like to use, whether that’s Internet Explorer, 
Firefox, Chrome, or Safari. Our stats are probably a little atypical as I wouldn’t expect 
Chrome to be the #1 browser. But it is what I use, so some of that is me. Obviously, 
other people use it too. What this tells us is that we should look at our website in a 
few different browsers, especially the most popular ones and try to make it look good 
and work well in them.

One surprise on this list is that Android is so popular. That means we have a 
significant audience on mobile devices and should take some time to make the 
website more mobile-friendly.
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Here we can see what types of devices visit our website. The majority is Windows—
no surprise there. But we have more iphones and ipads than we do Mac computers.
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Other than just being novel information, I can’t see how knowing what internet 
providers your visitors come from really helps you.
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Some simple math here and I can see that 1/3 of my website visits are from mobile 
devices. Again, that tells me that being mobile-friendly would be an improvement for 
my website.
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Knowing the screen size of your mobile visitors can be helpful too. Tablets with larger 
screen sizes handle normal website designs just fine. But as more smart phones 
visitor your website, they’ll have trouble clicking on the menus if the width of the 
screen is fixed too large. Plus they’ll have to scroll back and forth to read the content. 
These are things than can be handled with intelligent website design and by making 
your website mobile-responsive so it changes the look when it finds devices with 
smaller screen sizes.

So already we can see a wealth of information about who comes to visit our website. 
And that’s just the overview page. 
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Real time is almost useless for a local church website. It shows how many visitors you 
have on your website “right now”. While that can be interesting if you actually have 
one, most of the time a local church website will have no one. Our gci.org website on 
the other hand almost always has someone on it reading or watching something.
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Knowing where your traffic comes from can help you promote. For example, if very 
little of your traffic comes from search, you probably haven’t done a great job with 
your content or search engine optimization. In my case, most of my traffic comes 
from search.
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While it doesn’t seem to be able to get every keyword or phrase from search, it does 
get some so you can see the most popular words and phrases that get people to your 
website. If you aren’t seeing what you want here, you may need to do some tuning to 
make your content more friendly to those words or phrases.

One surprise on this list for me is “baptism”. I wouldn’t expect to be listed high 
enough for that word that we get site visits from it.
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Under content, you can see the most popular pages on the website. The only surprise 
I have on this page is again baptism. I expect to see the home page on top followed 
by pages about the church and the resources we offer.
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In behavior flow, you can click on a starting page and see where they go next.
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In site content you can see how many times each page was viewed—now many times 
by different visitors, how long they spend on the page, which pages people land on 
when they come to your website. And the which pages site visitor exist your site 
from.
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In-page analytics allows you to look at a page on your website and see where website 
visitors go from the page.
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